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AVS™Technology.
The Most Advanced DualCam Ever!

For more information, visit www.mathewsinc.com

Monster™
• IBO Rating up to353 fps
• Draw Length* 25-30”
• Axle-toAxle 33.5”
• Brace Height 6”
• Draw Weight 40-80 lbs
• Physical Weight 4.4 lbs
• Let-Off 80%
All specifications approximate.    * Available in half sizes.

 Monster™ XLR8
• IBO Rating up to360+ fps
• Draw Length* 25-30”
• Axle-toAxle 33.5”
• Brace Height 5”
• Draw Weight 40-80 lbs
• Physical Weight 4.4 lbs
• Let-Off 80%

All specifications approximate.    * Available in half sizes.

AVS™ (Advanced Vectoring System)
Technology is the fastest, most efficient 
dual cam system in the world.

Not a Cam & ½, Not a Binary Cam 
System -- Not like any other Dual 
Cam System, Period. At Mathews™, 
we’ve raised the bar on dual           
cam engineering.

See AVS Technology in Action!                  
Watch The Video Now at
www.mathewsinc.com

AVS™ (Advanced Vectoring System)
Technology is the fastest, most efficient 
dual cam system in the world.

Not a Cam & ½, Not a Binary Cam 
System -- Not like any other Dual 
Cam System, Period. At Mathews™, 
we’ve raised the bar on dual           
cam engineering.

See AVS Technology in Action!                  
Watch The Video Now at
www.mathewsinc.com
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Successorize.
Better Bows, Better Accessories!

For more information, visit www.mathewsinc.com

DownForce™Arrow Rest
• Stabilizes arrow longer during release.
• Ultra fast spring-loaded cradle retracts

up to 5X faster than previous models.
• Maximizes fletching clearance for 

enhanced accuracy.
Harmonic  Stabilizer™

• Reduces residual vibration up to 75%.
Dead End™String Stop
• Drastically reduces felt vibration.
• Virtually eliminates post-release noise.

ArrowWeb™ Quivers
• SpiderClaw™ quick attach /detachment.
• Harmonic Damper™ to absorb vibration.
• Foam insert accommodates fixed-   

blade or expandable broadheads.

Barracuda™ Bowstrings & Cables
• The ultimate high-performance           

bowstring.
• Pre-stretched to minimize creep           

and maximize speed.
• Numerous color options available.
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12 Weasner’s Way
In these times of government bailouts for giant corporations it’s help-

ful to remember that much of the American economy is powered by
small business people like Janis and Ray Weasner. They took the old-
fashioned approach of starting
small and plowing profits back into
the business. In fact they agreed
early on to pay each bill as it came
in, so they’d never get over-extend-
ed on credit.

When the Weasner’s were able to
build a new pro shop near their
Ohio home this summer, Business
Editor John Kasun was there for the
grand opening. Here is our salute to
a hard-working retailer and the
woman who backed his dream to
build a first class archery pro shop.

6 From The Publisher
How graphic should a marketing campaign get?

8 Product Showcase
Latest from the Heater Body Suit and more.

24 ATA News & Views
The industry association explains the successful 
strategy that’s bringing archery parks to more communities,
from Alaska to Alabama.

28 2009 Media Direct Bowhunting Round Table
ArrowTrade’s publisher came back from this annual event 
that brings manufacturers and the media face to face with 
the latest details from more than 30 brands. 

September 2009 Volume 13 Number 5

Access back issues on-line at arrowtrademag.com

4

At the Bowhunting Round Table in Illinois this summer,
Engineer Chris Kozlick of New Archery Products used a

ripe tomato to demonstrate how easily the hybrid
BloodRunner broadhead deploys blades to full width.
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62 Business Uses of Life Insurance
Attorney David Paul Williams explains how insurance on owners 
and key employees can prevent an untimely death from leading to
the demise of the business.

66 Selling Scent Control
Mike Raykovicz covers every-
thing from the basic sprays to 
scent control garments and a 
new electronic unit. A handy 
directory leads off this article.

81 Ad Headlines that 
Grab the Reader
A marketing pro leads you 
through the steps to write strong
headlines for your next ad. Jim 
Ising’s advice should also help
you judge how well an ad agency 
is doing for you on headlines.

84 Testing Hoyt’s 
New TurboHawk 
This mid-year, mid-priced model 
from Hoyt offers impressive performance, something you’d expect
since it carries the same power system as the popular AlphaMax.  
By Jon E Silks.

90 Building a Case for Stocking Base Layers 
Whether or not your business carries camo outerwear, John
Kasun said it can be selling some of the excellent base layers that 
have been developed to help keep hunters comfortable while 
it reduces their human scent. 

98 Product & Ad Directory

102 Today’s Better Than 
Ever Traditional Heads
No matter what type of bow your 
customer carries you’ll find 
great options in cut-on-contact 
heads in this article by Pat Meitin.

112 Crossbow Test: 
StrykeForce by BowTech
ArrowTrade is leading the way 
toward objective, scientific testing
of crossbows with this first in a 
series from Jon Teater of Archery Evolution. Find out how this 
“son of Stryker” model performs in areas like power, accuracy, 
noise and trigger pull.

119 Shooting Better with Brain Power
To consistently shoot your best you need a plan for marshalling
your thoughts as well as your muscles. By Coach Larry Wise.

124 Industry News
Business and personnel news, including the purchase of the 
Bodoodle product line by Specialty Archery, LLC.

Circle 193 on Response Card

Among Medalist’s large selection of
base layers is its Bugproof Microskin
series. These compression fit base
layers and accessories comfortably
prevent ticks, chiggers and gnats
from getting to the skin.

Phantom MX cut on contact
broadhead from Muzzy Products.
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The new dual blade F-15 broadheads from Carbon Express
cut a wicked wound channel, as Executive Vice President Lenny
Rezner described to me during the Bowhunting Round Table I
attended in early June. The Michigan firm had verified that at a
game farm, killing up to bison-sized game. “It’s pretty neat when
you see lungs and internal organs and not just blood coming out
the other side.” That’s what Rezner said, between bowhunters,
but what he showed in video clips was water-filled basketballs
being punctured by the broadheads and emptying faster than
they do when they are hit by a popular two blade head.

Contrast that with the new marketing campaign Rage repre-
sentatives introduced at the same event, which starts with a fire
hose spraying a fan of red droplets and ends at the company’s
website, where visitors can “see the uncensored footage.” Rage
was represented at the media event by John Syverson and Mike
Weinkauf, who told me they’d prepared two versions of a new TV
commercial, the first one so graphic they expect the networks to
pull it, “but we’ll run it for as long as we can.” The many celebrity
hunters the Field Logic brands support must have all sorts of
footage they were not able to use in programs or on video disks,
the Rage representatives said, so they plan to “ask them for the
goriest stuff you have.”

I hope those hunters decline to provide it, because anything
Rage puts on the web will be available to a world-wide audience
composed mainly of non-hunters with a powerful, well-orga-
nized and well-funded cadre of anti-hunters. Weinkauf defended
the Rage approach, saying what sells now in hunting videos is “50
kills in 50 minutes” but the public at large isn’t used to seeing the
intimate details of how animals die. Graphic content that Field
Logic or any manufacturer puts on its website or on the networks
can easily be pirated by anti-hunters and used in campaigns to
restrict bowhunting. 

POMA, the Professional Outdoor Media Association, has been
active in a case before the Supreme Court that could make it a
felony just to publish hunting images (U.S. vs. Stevens). This is
not the time for marketing campaigns for bowhunting products
to publish material that will be deemed offensive by the general
public.

Field Logic already does an excellent job of driving Rage
broadhead sales for its dealers: Let’s hope it doesn’t provide anti-
hunters with material that could
eventually drive some of those
same dealers out of business.
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Paradox Products Presents Lost Camo™

The Lost Camo™ Series
● Like all Paradox slings, the Lost  
 Camo™ series is made in the U.S.A.
● A new custom-color braided strap 
 is matched specifically for Lost Camo™.
● Available only from Paradox Products 
 or select distributors.

Standard SynSling
SG PSYN-Lost / NG PSYN-Lost

Our scent-free synthetic sling has Lost Camo™  
fleece laminated to the mount. The SG model comes 
with a stainless steel grommet installed in the mount. 
The NG version is without the grommet.

SynSling Elite
SG PSYE-Lost / NG PSYE-Lost

Available only in Lost Camo™, the SynSling 
Elite is our scent-free synthetic sling with the 
double-wide Elite strap. The SG model comes 
with a stainless steel grommet installed in  
the mount. The NG version is without  
the grommet.
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Forever and always, built in the U.S.A.

The Lost Camo™ Series is available 
only from Paradox Products or these  
select distributors:

Kinsey’s Archery Products 800-366-4269
H & H Archery Supply 800-356-2209
Ellett Brothers          800-845-3711                              
Jakes Archery 800-225-0903
Norman Archery 800-234-1811
Paradox Products 610-593-6900                                                                                 
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